
BASTARDS OF UTOPIA

ANARCHISM ON FILM
Online film series includes several films streaming for free!

Series ends Tues, Feb 16

This fall brought the publication of a brand-new, expanded edition of Richard Porton’s Film and the

Anarchist Imagination, a pioneering study whose first edition appeared in 1999. Anthology organized a

film series inspired by the book (and co-curated by Porton) in 2011, and we’re pleased to celebrate this
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important work once again on the occasion of its reappearance.

The films selected to accompany the launch of the expanded second edition of Film and the Anarchist

Imagination are preoccupied with pivotal historical events from the 19th and 20th centuries, as well as

utopian moments from the recent past. They all fuse innovative aesthetic approaches with efforts to

represent key anti-authoritarian struggles.

Ken Loach’s LAND AND FREEDOM and Peter Watkins’s LA COMMUNE (PARIS, 1871) go beyond the

usual contours of the historical film while underlining the implicitly anarchistic impetus of events that have

often been misunderstood or hidden from history: the Paris Commune and the “Spanish Revolution” within

the Spanish Civil War.

The other films in this series examine the resurgence of anarchism during the 21st century in the wake of

anti-corporate globalization movements and Occupy Wall Street and its offshoots. BASTARDS OF

UTOPIA, THE OLD SCHOOL OF CAPITALISM, and THE MARIBOR UPRISINGS all ponder resistance to

corruption and neoliberalism in radical enclaves of the former Yugoslavia. Abigail Child’s ACTS AND

INTERMISSIONS recontextualizes Emma Goldman’s legacy and links the legendary anarchist militant’s

work to contemporary battles for the rights of workers and immigrants.

Organized in collaboration with Richard Porton, author of Film and the Anarchist Imagination

(University of Illinois Press). To order the book, or for more information, click here. Anthology audiences

can use the discount code F20UIP for a 30% discount (through December 31, 2021).

Special thanks to Richard Porton, Abigail Child, Maple Razsa & Pacho Velez, Želimir Žilnik, Sarita

Matijevic (Playground produkcija), Livia Bloom & Bob Hunter (Icarus Films), Heather Gernenz (University

of Illinois Press), Rebecca O’Brien & Emma Lawson (Sixteen Films), and Brian Shingles (The Film

Consortium Ltd.).

TO ACCESS ALL THE FILMS, CLICK ON THE TITLES BELOW, OR VISIT THE VIMEO SHOWCASE

HERE.

Streaming for free!

Ken Loach

LAND AND FREEDOM
1995, 110 min, 35mm-to-digital

Like George Orwell’s Homage to Catalonia, Loach’s film challenges mainstream depictions of the Spanish

Civil War and pays homage to the leftists who quarreled with the Communist Party – both the anarcho-

syndicalist CNT/FAI and the POUM (Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista, or Marxist Workers’ Party).

Like Orwell, Loach’s fictional hero, David Carr (Ian Hart), comes to Spain from England with the intention

of fighting alongside the Communists and ends up joining the anti-Stalinist POUM. Employing a mixture of

professional actors and non-professionals, the film’s most memorable scene is an extended debate on

collectivization in a Spanish village that serves as a capsule summary of internecine arguments within the

Spanish and international left.

Available for a streaming rental fee of $10
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Peter Watkins

LA COMMUNE (PARIS, 1871)
1999, 345 min, digital, b&w. In French with English subtitles.

Labelled “an anarchist masterpiece” by the historian David Armitage, Watkins’s intimate epic is a tribute to

the short-lived Paris Commune of 1871, a radical experiment in self-governance that has proved

inspirational to both anarchists and Marxists. Instead of focusing on famous Communards and historical

incidents, Watkins is more interested in assessing how average Parisians became swept up in an

enormous political and social transformation. LA COMMUNE also functions as an incisive critique of

media manipulation as Watkins’s Brechtian approach to historical representation pits the government-

approved “Versailles TV” against the revolutionary voices of “Commune TV.” The detailed analysis allowed

by the film’s nearly six-hour running time constitutes the director’s riposte to mainstream media’s sound

bites – or what Watkins labels the “Monoform.”

“Dynamic historical reconstruction in the form of an experimental documentary, Watkins’s six-hour

masterpiece is contagiously exciting. Meant to evoke the sensation of revolutionary euphoria, this

syncretic work of left-wing modernism is at once immediate and self-reflexive. Watkins restages history in

its own ruins, uses the media as a frame, and still imbues his narrative with amazing presence.” –J.

Hoberman, VILLAGE VOICE

Streaming for free!

Želimir Žilnik

THE OLD SCHOOL OF CAPITALISM / STARA ŠKOLA KAPITALIZMA
2009, 122 min, digital. In English & Serbian with English subtitles.

This film by renowned Serbian filmmaker and Yugoslav Black Wave pioneer Želimir Žilnik is rooted in the

first wave of workers’ revolts to hit Serbia since the advent of capitalism. Desperate workers bulldoze

through factory gates and are devastated to discover the site looted by the bosses. Eccentrically

escalating confrontations, including a melee with workers in football shoulder-pads and helmets, and the

boss and his security force in bulletproof vests, prove fruitless. Committed young anarchists offer

solidarity, and take the bosses hostage. A Russian tycoon, a Wall Street trader, and U.S. Vice President

Biden’s visit to Belgrade unexpectedly complicate events. Along the way, the film produces an increasingly

complex and yet unfailingly lively account of present-day, up-to-the-minute struggles under the misery-

inducing effects of both local and global capital.

Streaming for free!

Maple Razsa & Pacho Velez

BASTARDS OF UTOPIA
2010, 54 min, digital. In Croatian with English subtitles.

Three Croatian activists struggle to change the world. As children, they lived through the violent collapse

of Yugoslavia. But now, amid the aftershocks of socialism’s failure, they fight in their own way for a new

leftism. Whether clashing with police or squatting in an old factory, they risk everything to live their politics.

But as the setbacks mount, will they give up the fight? The film, shot during years of fieldwork with a

Croatian anarchist collective, presents a portrayal of activism that is both empathetic and unflinching – an

engaged, elegant meditation on the struggle to re-imagine leftist politics and the power of a country’s

youth.
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“Dramatic proof that the struggle for liberty is irrepressible.” –Howard Zinn

Available for a streaming rental fee of $6

Abigail Child

ACTS & INTERMISSIONS: EMMA GOLDMAN IN AMERICA
2017, 60 min, 16mm-to-digital

“An hour-long collage essay, charging the discussion with Child’s enlightened aesthetic of poetry, the

archive, and experimental montage. As the Most Dangerous Woman Alive, Emma Goldman’s life is seen

as an ongoing negotiation of revolutionary purity and personal freedom, a complexity that Child mirrors in

her own formal strategies. She layers multiple fragments of Emma’s liberatory legacy – from archive, from

reenactment and from observational cinema – her speculative play with the revolutionary ideas extending

to the present moment of feminist revolt!” –Craig Baldwin

“Since the 1970s, Abigail Child has been a significant voice in experimental documentary. Her ACTS &

INTERMISSIONS combines several visual formats and sound collages to connect modern-day protest

with early 20th-century dissident Emma Goldman, once called ‘the most dangerous woman alive.’ It’s a

bracing work that finds alarming patterns and repetitions in methods of repression over the past century.”

–Daniel Eagan, FILM JOURNAL INTERNATIONAL

Streaming for free!

Maple Razsa & Milton Guillén

THE MARIBOR UPRISINGS
2017, 57 min, digital

Twice the people went into the streets. Twice the police drove them away. What began as protests

became uprisings. In the once-prosperous industrial city of Maribor, Slovenia, anger over political

corruption became unruly revolt. THE MARIBOR UPRISINGS places audiences in the midst of the third

and largest uprising as crowds surround and ransack City Hall under a hailstorm of tear gas canisters.

Soon the mayor will resign – and the movement will spread to cities across the country.

THE MARIBOR UPRISINGS takes up urgent questions raised by these events, and by uprisings

elsewhere, from the Arab Spring, through Paris, to Black Lives Matter. What sparks such popular outrage?

How are participants swept up in – and then changed by – confrontations with police? Could something

like this happen in your city?
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MY COUNTRY IS CINEMA

PORTRAITS OF JONAS MEKAS
Soon after our founder Jonas Mekas passed away in January 2019, Anthology launched an ongoing,

comprehensive retrospective devoted to his enormous body of film and video work. By the time we were

forced to shutter our theaters in mid-March, due to the coronavirus, that retrospective had very nearly

come to a close: the fifth and final installment devoted to Jonas’s own films was never presented

theatrically, but we did move several of those programs online in the early days of the pandemic (and will

reschedule the few remaining programs when possible). However, we also intended to devote a chapter of

the film series to a selection of film portraits of Jonas by other filmmakers and artists. Now, on the

occasion of Anthology’s 50th Anniversary, we’ll be presenting some of these filmed portraits online. No

one documented Jonas Mekas’s life as thoroughly and persistently as Jonas himself, but these films and

videos portray his life and work from another perspective, showing another side of a filmmaker, artist,

writer, and friend who is greatly missed.

At the heart of this 50th anniversary series are Jonas’s appearances on three different public television

programs devoted to independent, experimental cinema: Charles Levine’s CINEMA FORUM, Gerald

O’Grady’s FILM-MAKERS, and Robert Gardner’s SCREENING ROOM. Jonas visited these programs in,

respectively, 1971, 1976, and 1981, leading the three together to form (among other things) a kind of

chronicle of the first phase of Anthology’s history, from its founding in 1970, through its relocation to
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Wooster Street in the mid-1970s, to its renovation of the Second Avenue Courthouse throughout the mid-

to-late 80s.

In addition to these programs, the series includes Jackie Raynal’s illuminating and thoughtful

REMINISCENCES OF JONAS MEKAS (her contribution to the French television series “Cinéma, de notre

temps”), Brigitte Cornand’s MY COUNTRY IS CINEMA. SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF JONAS MEKAS

and short films by Karin Schneider & Nicolás Guagnini, and John Klacsmann.

All films (with the exception of the SCREENING ROOM episode) stream for free!

[Special note: Anthology’s collection includes the master tapes for the complete run of CINEMA

FORUM; we’re preserved them, and are very happy to announce that we’ll be making all of them

available online in 2021!]

Charles Levine

CINEMA FORUM (with Jonas Mekas)

1971, 58 min, video. Preserved by Anthology Film Archives.

Gerald O’Grady

FILM-MAKERS (with Jonas Mekas)

1976, 28 min, video

Robert Gardner

SCREENING ROOM (with Jonas Mekas)

1981, 75 min, video. Presented courtesy of Documentary Educational Resources (DER).

[Please note: this episode is no longer available for free via Anthology’s Vimeo page, but it is

available for a streaming rental fee of just $3.95 courtesy of Documentary Educational Resources;

click here to rent it. DER is offering numerous other SCREENING ROOM episodes as well; you

can browse all of them on this page.]

Brigitte Cornand

MY COUNTRY IS CINEMA. SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF JONAS MEKAS

1999, 58 min, video

Jackie Raynal

REMINISCENCES OF JONAS MEKAS

2015, 53 min, digital. In English and French with English subtitles.

Karin Schneider & Nicolás Guagnini

AXIOM OF CHOICE

2003, 5 min, 16mm-to-digital, silent

John Klacsmann

ELEGY FOR J.M.

2019, 4 min, 35mm-to-digital
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A Conversation with Occasional Pictures, by Andrew Lampert & John Zorn (2021)

MORE 50TH ANNIVERSARY INFO + TRIBUTE VIDEOS
If you haven’t yet visited our showcase of the video tributes we’ve been gathering from filmmakers,

artists, musicians, writers, and other members of the Anthology community (with new videos added on a

nearly daily basis), you can see them all here. We’ve been delighted to receive short videos from

filmmakers and artists including Peggy Ahwesh, Alec Baldwin, Stephanie Barber, Roger Corman, Manuel

DeLanda, Abel Ferrara, Richard Hell, Jim Jarmusch, Jennifer Reeder, John Waters, Apichatpong

Weerasethakul, and many, many others. The videos keep coming in, with recent additions from 

Jarmusch, Andrew Lampert & John Zorn, Alan Licht & Lee Ranaldo, Tomonari Nishikawa, Akosua

Adoma Owusu, and John Wiese.

 On December 21, WNYC’s “All Of It with Alison Stewart” hosted Anthology’s Archivist John Klacsmann

and Film Programmer Jed Rapfogel for a segment devoted to the 50th anniversary; a recording can be

streamed here.

Visit this page on our website for more information about Anthology’s anniversary, and this page

updates about related programming. And last but not least, click here to read more about (and support

Anthology’s expansion project, the next phase in our history!
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• Our Vimeo page continues to showcase works

by Ken Jacobs & Jonas Mekas. In May Anthology

collaborated with Screen Slate to premiere a

brand-new work by Ken Jacobs, MOVIE THAT
INVITES PAUSING (2020, 24 min, digital), and

the film remains available for viewing free of

charge! (As a special bonus, click here for an

interview between Ken Jacobs and his son – and

fellow filmmaker – Azazel Jacobs.) And several of

Jonas’s films are available as well, including

SELF-PORTRAIT (1980, 20 min), RE:

MACIUNAS AND FLUXUS (2011, 93 min),

KEEP SINGING (2011, 82 min), and HAPPY

EASTER RIDE (2012). In addition, Jonas's

classic works WALDEN and LOST LOST
LOST are available for online rental via Kino

Lorber’s KinoNow service. The films can be

streamed for $9 each, with 50% of the rental

income going to Anthology, to help us weather

our closure. To access both films, click here

Coming soon:

• GERMAN DOCUMENTARY SHOWCASE
Streaming series begins February 17

In collaboration with the German Film Office, an initiative of the Goethe-Institut and German Films, we

present a series attesting to the rich body of non-fiction films that have been produced in Germany in

recent years. By no means a definitive survey, the selection nevertheless illustrates the thematic diversity,

aesthetic innovation, and passionate socio-political engagement of contemporary German documentary

cinema.

The selection demonstrates a wide range of documentary techniques – from the relatively straightforward

but historically and culturally revelatory approach of Gerd Kroske’s SPK COMPLEX, which deploys

interviews and archival materials to uncover a little-known dimension of postwar German politics, or Karen

Winther’s EXIT, which delves into the experiences of former right-wing extremists struggling to free

themselves from these ideologies, to the more observational style of Karim Aïnouz’s CENTRAL AIRPORT

THF (a portrait of the transformation of Berlin’s former Tempelhof Airport into a temporary facility for

Middle Eastern refugees) and Sergei Loznitsa’s VICTORY DAY (which documents the celebration of the

Soviet victory over the Nazis that takes place each year at Berlin’s Treptower Park Soviet War Memorial).
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Clarissa Thieme’s WAS BLEIBT | ŠTA OSTAJE | WHAT REMAINS / RE-VISITED takes a more

experimental form, visiting the sites of war crimes in Bosnia and Herzegovina, displaying blow-ups of

frames from Thieme’s earlier, 2010 film made in the same locations, and inviting interactions with

passersby.

We’re particularly pleased to present three brand-new films in the series. Carmen Losmann’s

OECONOMIA represents a breathtakingly ambitious and vitally important attempt to understand and

visualize the nearly impenetrable workings of the shadowy capitalist financial system that dominates the

global economy in the 21st century. PURPLE SEA, by Amel Alzakout & Khaled Abdulwahed, is a formally

rigorous yet emotionally expansive first-person account of a 2015 shipwreck off the coast of Turkey that

resulted in the death of dozens of Middle-Eastern migrants. And PARIS CALLIGRAMMES – which we’ll be

showcasing for a special three-day online sneak preview – is the remarkable new film by the great Ulrike

Ottinger (FREAK ORLANDO; MADAME X: AN ABSOLUTE RULER; JOAN OF ARC OF MONGOLIA). An

account of the formative period she spent in Paris in the 1960s, it is at once a deeply personal

autobiographical essay and a cultural history of uncommon depth, detail, and vividness.

The films will be streaming from February 17-March 2, with several available to watch free-of-

charge!

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER TO RECEIVE MORE INFO ABOUT THE SERIES.

Special thanks to Sara Stevenson (German Film Office); Bob Hunter & Livia Bloom Ingram (Icarus Films);

Marie Lamboeuf (Luxbox); Tatjana Losniza (Imperativ Film); Bojana Maric (Lightdox); Colleen O’Shea

(Women Make Movies); Clarissa Thieme; and Chris Wells (Kino Lorber).

Available from February 19-21, for a streaming rental fee of $8. Special bonus: live Q&A with Ulrike

Ottinger!

Ulrike Ottinger

PARIS CALLIGRAMMES

2020, 129 min, digital. In German and French with English subtitles.

U.S. Premiere! Streaming for free! Special bonus: prerecorded Q&A with Carmen Losmann

Carmen Losmann

OECONOMIA

2020, 89 min, digital. In English and German with English subtitles.

U.S. Premiere! Available to watch for a streaming rental fee of $8

Amel Alzakout & Khaled Abdulwahed
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PURPLE SEA / DAS PURPURMEER

2020, 67 min, digital. In Arabic with English subtitles.

Streaming for free!

Clarissa Thieme

WAS BLEIBT | ŠTA OSTAJE | WHAT REMAINS / RE-VISITED

2020, 70 min, digital. In English and Bosnian with English subtitles.

Streaming for free!

Karim Aïnouz

CENTRAL AIRPORT THF / ZENTRALFLUGHAFEN THF

2018, 100 min, digital. In English, Arabic, German, and Russian with English subtitles.

Streaming for free!

Karen Winther

EXIT: LEAVING EXTREMISM BEHIND

2018, 85 min, digital. In English, Danish, German, French and Norwegian with English subtitles.

Available to watch for a streaming rental fee of $10

Gerd Kroske

SPK COMPLEX / SPK KOMPLEX

2018, 111 min, digital. In German with English subtitles.

Streaming for free! Special bonus: prerecorded Q&A with Sergei Loznitsa

Sergei Loznitsa

VICTORY DAY / DEN’ POBEDY

2018, 94 min, digital. In Russian and German with English subtitles.

ALSO COMING SOON:

• There Are No Rules!: Restored and Revisited Avant-Garde Films from the
Netherlands
Streaming series begins February 24

This survey of Dutch experimental cinema, from the 1920s to the present day, was intended to take place

in April 2020, until the pandemic intervened. It was originally designed to showcase preserved and

restored prints from the rich collection of the Eye Filmmuseum in Amsterdam. While screening those

16mm and 35mm prints will have to wait until cinemas reopen, we have reconceived the series in the

meantime as an online program, made possible by the Eye Filmmuseum’s creation of beautiful digital

transfers of nearly all the films we planned to present. In fact, this online presentation represents an

expanded version of the series, with works by filmmakers including Joris Ivens, Walter Ruttmann, Frans

Zwartjes, Esther Urlus, Henri Storck, and Germaine Dulac, as well as two programs devoted to the great

Henri Plaat.

“There Are No Rules!” has been co-curated by Simona Monizza, restorer and curator of artists’ films at the
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Eye, and Marius Hrdy, former curator-in-residence at the Eye in 2018. The series is co-presented by

Dutch Culture USA.

• Lisa Marie Malloy & J.P. Sniadecki’s A SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME (2020, 77 min)

Virtual theatrical engagement begins March 3

A SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME is a borderlands Western that follows Sundog, an herbalist-hunter-

homesteader who lives off the land in the Sonoran Desert. As Border Patrol encroaches on his relative

freedom, he becomes increasingly unnerved and ventures beyond the bounds of his survivalism. Whether

harvesting medicinal herbs, smoking a Sonoran toad’s psychedelic venom, or cultivating unsettling acts of

eco-terrorism, Sundog’s way of life raises provocative questions about humanity’s relation to the

environment – and to itself – amidst the specter of global collapse. A SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME is a

rapturously observational cinematic portrait that inhabits the liminal space between documentary,

narrative, and experimental modes. It is as free and shape-shifting, as provocative and unknowable, as its

singular protagonist.

Anthology Recommends

For more details about the films, programs, and other resources we’re recommending this week, click

here.

• The streaming service Ovid.tv has generously offered our Members a special discount: 50% off the first

three months for new subscribers! The offer expires March 31, 2021, so act fast. (Members, please email

hannah@anthologyfilmarchives.org for the promo code.)

• The Jerome Foundation is now accepting applications for its 2021 New York City Film, Video
and Digital Production Grant. The Foundation’s Film, Video and Digital Production grant programs

are open to early career film, video, and digital production directors who work in the experimental,

narrative, animation, or documentary genres, or a combination of these forms. These grant programs

provide individual filmmakers up to $30,000 of support for specific projects, both short and full-length, for

production. Interested filmmakers may register to attend an informational webinar on Wednesday, January

20, 2021 at 4:00pm Eastern. Applications are due April 21 by 4pm Central/5pm Eastern Time. Interested

filmmakers can visit the Jerome Foundation website to download the guidelines (with program-specific

information on eligibility, timeline, selection criteria, and more).

• As part of a focus on the work of Jonas Mekas, international Video-on-Demand platform DAFilms
hosted a live discussion between writer, filmmaker, and programmer Christopher Small, Austė Zdančiūtė,

the Cultural Attachee of the Lithuanian Embassy in France, and Anthology’s Film Programmer, Jed

Rapfogel. A recording of that discussion is available here.

• Anthology’s comprehensive Michael Snow retrospective (intended to take place this past April) remains

on indefinite hold thanks to the pandemic. But this fall brought other exciting Snow-related news thanks to

the publication – by Light Industry and Primary Information – of a facsimile edition of Snow’s extraordinary

(and long out-of-print) artist’s book Cover to Cover. Visit the Publications page on Light Industry’s
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website to learn more and to purchase the book.

• Ken Jacobs has posted the entirety of his magnum opus, STAR SPANGLED TO DEATH
(1956-60/2003-04, 435 min), to his Vimeo page, where it can be streamed for free! Critic J. Hoberman has

described the film as “a [seven-plus-hour] assemblage of found audio-visual material ranging from political

campaign films to animated cartoons to children’s phonograph records, interwoven with gloriously

eccentric original footage shot mainly on the streets (and in the dumps) of late-50s New York. […] The

movie is a vast, ironic pageant of 20th-century American history and consciousness.”

The full work is available in 4 parts (plus a new intro text) on Ken’s Vimeo page.

• The Austrian Film Museum’s Collection Dziga Vertov represents an extraordinary resource,

showcasing a veritable embarrassment of Vertov-ian riches – everything from writings, photographs,

posters, correspondence, and other documentation, to films that can be streamed in their entirety. In

particular, we’d like to call your attention to the sections of the Collection Dziga Vertov devoted to Vertov’s

two newsreel series: KINONEDELJA (KINO-WEEK) and KINO-PRAVDA (KINO-TRUTH), which can be

streamed for free.

• Anthology’s restoration of Lizzie Borden’s BORN IN FLAMES (1983, 85 min) (completed with support

from the Film Foundation and the Hollywood Foreign Press Association) is currently available for

streaming via the Criterion Channel. A landmark of early 1980s American independent cinema, this

Molotov cocktail of a film is a classic of feminist cinema.

Membership/Donations

Everyone at Anthology is so appreciative for our members, patrons, and the larger film community – now

more than ever! And we continue to work on ways to share AFA’s programming and collections while our

screenings are suspended, to help ensure that independent and vanguard cinema remains a part of our

members lives during this period of taking refuge at home!

There has never been a better time to support Anthology as we adjust to the current situation. Like many

small arts organizations, Anthology is sensitive to the financial and administrative challenges of these

times. By joining or renewing your membership (http://anthologyfilmarchives.org/support

/membership), purchasing a membership for a friend (http://anthologyfilmarchives.org/support/gift

making a tax-deductible donation of any amount (http://anthologyfilmarchives.org/support/donate

can help to support our ongoing operations on virtual platforms, as well as to ensure that we're able to

transition smoothly back to normal once we're able to reopen our theaters!
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